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FROM NORTH TO SOUTH COUNTRY: RACE, GENDER, IMMIGRATION, AND THE ROLE OF UNIONS IN THE SANITIZED WORKPLACE

By Ruben J. Garcia*

INTRODUCTION

Professor Vicki Schultz's ground-breaking article, *The Sanitized Workplace*, questions whether all sexual conduct is inappropriate in the workplace, whether sexually-charged work environments necessarily disadvantage women, and whether sanitizing the workplace of sexuality impedes gender equality. Her article proposes that a less sanitized workplace with less over-reaction to sexuality would allow for more freedom of sexual expression and be more advantageous to women. According to Professor Schultz, the misuse of sexual harassment law may lead to increased segregation and employers' unwillingness to hire women. In many workplaces today, where office romances are seen as a litigation threat instead of a natural occurrence, sexual harassment laws prevent the realization of a fully human workplace.

Despite recent progress, sexual harassment remains a major problem in the workplace. As Professor Schultz's article
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3. Schultz, supra note 1, at 2070.
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describes, many of the landmark harassment cases involved one or a small number of women employed in male-dominated workplaces. Professor Schultz's work seeks to: (1) empower women; (2) decrease the sex segregation that continues to exist in many workplaces; and (3) humanize the workplace to allow for romance or harmless flirting without fear of litigation. Professor Schultz gives us a vision of what the workplace could be like. But in reality, the current workplace has multiple identities and is rapidly diminishing worker bargaining power.

While Professor Schultz contributes to realistically appraising workplace dynamics, I question whether her prescription is the right medicine in all situations. This Article begins by discussing whether majority rule in unionized workplaces makes instances of sexual harassment difficult to remedy by examining the real-life case that formed the basis for the movie *North Country*. Next, the Article will discuss how reinserting sexuality into the workplace affects same-sex or gender identity harassment. These issues are addressed in the recent Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals case, *Rene v. MGM Grand Hotel*. Finally, this Article examines whether sexually desanitized workplaces might lead to the unintended consequence of more racial harassment.

I. THE SANITIZED WORKPLACE AND POWER IN NUMBERS

Professor Schultz acknowledges that in heavily sex-segregated areas, the healthy sexuality she advocates would not be appropriate—largely because women lack power in the
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workplace. However, power does not always follow when women, or any group, have large numbers in the workplace. Intrinsic legacies of power exist even in integrated workplaces, and the number of female workers may not translate to power in management. Indeed, even in gender homogenous workforces, hierarchies of sexual orientation and identity complicate the desanitization of the workplace.

It is questionable whether meaningful bargaining can take place over the proper level of sex in the workplace when workers today increasingly have to bargain over wages, health care, and sometimes over the effects of globalization. The traditional vehicle for worker power—collective bargaining—has waned, with union membership declining to less than twelve and a half percent in the private sector workplace, from a peak of approximately thirty-five percent in the 1950s. Past examples of gender discrimination in unions show that collective bargaining has not always been effective in dealing with sexual problems in the workplace. Nevertheless, collective bargaining can be an important way of dealing with gender discrimination.

Professor Schultz clearly recognizes the dynamics of workplace power, as her numerous influential publications show. However, Professor Schultz’s allocation of burdens
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based upon the gender integration at the workplace misses the power dynamics that sometimes occur even in integrated workplaces. Schultz's proposal comes at a time when unions, the traditional vehicle for workers to increase their power, are on the ropes. Even in areas where unions are strong, they have often crossed the line from fostering a sexually healthy environment to a sexually pathological workplace.

A good example of a strong union failing to preserve a healthy sexual environment in the workplace is depicted in the recent feature film North Country.\textsuperscript{17} The film dramatizes the true struggle of female mine workers in Northern Minnesota against sexual harassment, which culminated in the first class action in a sexual harassment case.\textsuperscript{18} The film depicts the female miners' battle with the male coworkers who resented the presence of women in the mines, as well as the women's struggle against the union, which tended to side with the male majority's version of the facts.

North Country, though a dramatization of certain events, depicts an unfortunately typical account of the tensions created by the union's status as a majoritarian institution charged with protecting the interests of all members. Several scholars have examined this tension and the legal structures that serve to create it.\textsuperscript{19} The consensus view is that—withstanding
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majoritarian politics and inadequate legal protections—unions can and should do more to protect women and minorities from harassment and discrimination.

From the perspective of organized labor, it is unclear whether a less sanitized workplace would help unions in organizing a greater number of women and people of color into its ranks. On one hand, Professor Schultz's thesis represents an opportunity to de-regulate sexual harassment law, which many believe has served to drive a wedge through union solidarity. But on the other hand, many would look to the North Country experience as an example of the physical and psychological violence that resulted before law triumphed where union solidarity failed.  

Schultz presents compelling evidence that sexual harassment law is sometimes used as a reason for ridding the employer of union adherents or activists. While this might be a reason to ask whether sexual harassment law is serving its purpose, the better question is whether the law of retaliation is to blame for the misuse of protective labor laws. Although Schultz cites to several arbitration cases, the tests arbitrators use for retaliation will inevitably be the same employer-friendly tests the courts use. Thus, the real problem may lie with the way
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courts and arbitrators decide cases, rather than with the law itself.

Aside from sexual discrimination and harassment laws, there are few mechanisms and institutions to protect working women in asymmetrical power situations. In theory, organized labor could play a larger role in protection. However, unions have sometimes perpetuated the asymmetrical power relationship, rather than provide protection for women. This commentary argues that sexual harassment laws are needed because the inherent power dynamic in the workplace leaves women vulnerable, even when unions are present. And even in the most gender-integrated workplaces, power dynamics will still exist.

Schultz's argument to build incentives into the law that encourage employers to integrate has particular currency in light of the increasingly global demographics of the workforce. As unions seek to organize in the new workplace, their new recruits may be more comfortable in the kind of sexualized workplace that Schultz describes because of their respective national origins. Thus, they might favor the kind of deregulated regime that Schultz favors. New members might also be attracted to collective bargaining as a way to legislate "hostile work environment" protections by contract, rather than by statute.

However, the deregulated approach fails to offer much to the labor movement. First, it is not clear that most immigrant workers are looking to the unions as a way to protect against discipline for sexualized behavior. Second, it is quite likely that white women have been losing interest in unions because of their perceived inaction toward sexualized behavior. Finally, unions have more to gain by winning sexual harassment protections through legislation rather than at the bargaining table.

There have been several well-publicized examples of discrimination in unionized workplaces. For instance, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Mitsubishi Motor Manufacturing of America, settled in the late 1990s, provides a good example of a workforce where a union was unable to

motivating factor, and once established, the burden shifts to the employer to demonstrate that it would have reached the same decision absent the protected conduct).
prevent widespread harassment. For unions, sexuality at work might be best dealt with through negotiation and alternative dispute resolution, rather than litigation. The more ambiguity taken off the bargaining table, the more bargaining power unions will have. This is one of the reasons unions have supported the enactment of protective labor legislation in the past century.

II. GENDER AND SEXUAL IDENTITY AND THE HOMOGENOUS WORKPLACE

While Schultz’s “power in numbers” analysis might work for women in some workplaces, sexual minorities (men or women) may not find a sexualized workplace. The case of Rene v. MGM Grand Hotel shows that same sex harassment might not be prevented in a “de-sanitized workplace.” In this case, Medina Rene was an openly gay man who was subjected to sexual harassment over a two-year period while working as a butler in the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas. His harassment included his supervisor and fellow employees calling him “sweetheart,” and “muñeca” (Spanish for “doll”), telling crude jokes, and giving sexually oriented “joke gifts.” They also forced him to look at pictures of naked men, whistled, and blew kisses to him. On numerous occasions, according to Rene, he was caressed and hugged by his coworkers. His coworkers also
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grabbed him in the crotch and poked their fingers through his clothing."

Even though Rene believed he was being harassed because of his sexual orientation, he brought a lawsuit under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 alleging that he was "discriminated [against] because of my sex, male." The district court granted summary judgment in favor of MGM Grand, largely based on Rene's admitted belief that his sexual orientation, not his gender, was the underlying cause of the harassment. Title VII prohibits discrimination "because of such an individual's . . . sex . . ." If Rene was not discriminated against because of his male gender, he would not meet the prima facie case and his claim could be disposed of on summary judgment.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, reviewed the decision of a three-judge panel that affirmed the trial court's dismissal of Rene's lawsuit. The court reversed summary judgment for the employer, holding that Rene's subjective belief in the reason for his harassment neither provided nor precluded the Title VII claim. To find in Rene's favor, the court relied on the United States Supreme Court's finding that a Title VII action could occur entirely among men as occurred in Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc. Two judges in a concurring opinion also mention reliance on the gender stereotyping theory established in 1989 in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins.

The Rene case speaks to Schultz's analysis. The case shows that in order to "de-sanitize" or "re-sexualize" the work place, we must first determine what "sex" is. Even the composition of the butler staff, which was exclusively male, shows that gender diversity or even male uniformity will not prevent sexual
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harassment from occurring. Further, the workforce at the MGM Grand Hotel is unionized. Even in unionized, diverse workplaces, those presumably in power might still feel over-sexualized.

III. WOULD A DE-SANITIZED WORKPLACE WORK FOR RACIAL MINORITIES?

Schultz’s ideas also fit uncomfortably into the world of racial harassment, which is perhaps equally as serious and problematic as sexual harassment. Do laws against racial harassment prevent the advancement of minorities in the workplace? Is there something missing from the workplace without “race talk”? Perhaps there are clear differences between race and sex harassment. Racism can almost never be mistaken as welcome attention. Nevertheless, there are certainly examples of racist jokes that perhaps start “in good fun” but soon degenerate into racial harassment. There are also numerous examples of severe racial harassment, even in integrated workplaces. Thus, it is not clear that a change in the law would change the culture in many workplaces.

Free speech for racial and sexual harassers has been a hobby horse for libertarian thinkers for some time. A sexually de-sanitized workplace might lead to more questioning of laws against racial harassment. For some, this would be a good thing, since some have argued the laws violate First Amendment rights. The intersecting identities of many workers make any solution to sexual harassment difficult to attain.

41. Hotel Workers Rising, http://www.hotelworkersrising.org/hotelguide/ (type “MGM Grand” in “Hotel Name” search box; then click the “Search” hyperlink) (last visited Nov. 2, 2006).
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CONCLUSION

Regardless of their race or gender, workers seek power in their workplaces. As North Country and other examples illustrate, perhaps the need is for more race and gender sensitive organizations. Perhaps different forms of worker organization will lead to more power for women, racial minorities, and immigrants. These nascent employee groups offer some promise, but as I have argued in other work, the groups are unlikely at present to offer the same protection that the threat of legal enforcement does.

Schultz's ideas are put to the test in cases where men, gay or straight, are the victims of harassment. Would men be more interested in breaking down some of the barriers of sexuality if they were in the minority in many workplaces? Professor Schultz's provocative thesis will continue to be debated by scholars and practitioners who have the best interests of women in the workplace at heart. Workers' rights in the global economy are under stress. Professor Schultz recognizes this when she writes:

At a cultural level, we must seek ways to empower women to band together to renounce the association of femaleness with sexual shame, while, at a structural level, encouraging management to dismantle the patterns of gender inequality that produce their vulnerability. In a world in which some men seek to degrade women through sexual overtures and ridicule, women can reclaim some control by refusing to exhibit the sense of sexual humiliation and degradation the gestures are designed to inspire.

The idea that collective action and unity can separate sexual indignity from vulnerability is a noble one. The history of social movements tells us that collective action and empowerment have been about the mobilization of shame rather than a legal regime that changed power dynamics. At the same time, the changing diversity of the workplace and its multiple identities means solutions to sexual harassment must also take into account new global realities. Workers in the 21st-century workplace need collective action and bargaining power, but they also need to utilize existing legal structures to their fullest extent.
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